
TRISTAN DERRIEN LE FAUCHEUR - 

Taking racing on a new revolutionary level. 

Tristan Derrien Le Faucheur is the ambitious young man behind the rising racing-team Le 
Faucheur. After starting a team from scratch only two years ago, Le Faucheur has today 200 
team members who all strives towards the next ultimate goal - to win the Porsche Supercup 
2021.  

The story goes back to 1999, when the Monaco born and raised Tristan Derrien, then 3 years old, 
saw the Historical Grand Prix for the first time and fell in love with motorsport. Years later he left 
Monaco to pursue a degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Toulon, and after his 
education, Tristan did what Enzo Ferrari did back in the day - raced first and created his brand later. 

After two years of racing and developing his team, Tristan Derrien is now confident to take on the 
next big step with team Le Faucheur and participate in the upcoming Porsche Supercup 2021.  

Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup is a part of the FIA Formula 1 World Championship, held directly ahead 
of the Grand Prix races at European and international locations and is the most competitive of the 
worldwide Porsche one-make series. 24 identical Porsche 911 GT3 will take part of a race in 
January 2021 and Le Faucheur has a team of enthusiastic members that is ready to give their all. 
They have their driver ready - Bruce Lorgeré-Roux - a former Ferrari pilot and champion of the 
international GT Final, Vice-Champion of France Formule Renault as well as the 2018 winner of 
24h of Le Mans Karting.  

A challenge for the team, however, is financing the race, which requires 200,000 euros to 
participate.  

As team manager for Team Le Faucheur, Tristan Derrien is positive regarding finding the right 
sponsors to join his team. Not only will it be a great adventure, but the sponsors will benefit from 
Team Le Faucheur as it being a perfect opportunity to promote their own business in the media-
exposed world of motorsport - as well as at one of the most prestigious competitions. The previous 
races over the years have been very successful, and, despite Covid-19, the team is stronger than 
ever. Their great passion for motorsport and hunger to win, with a very talented and competent 
drive behind the wheel, is an undoubtedly proof that Team Le Faucheur can be the winners of 
Porsche Supercup 2021. This is a great opportunity for future sponsors of Le Faucheur as the race 
offers an excellent business platform and visibility. Team Le Faucheur is not only offering their 
sponsors an amazing opportunity to support a winning team, but also an insight into their laboratory 
where the team is currently creating new and revolutionary technologies for 2021 and onwards. The 
team’s sponsors will be able to have access to the latest news on the racing market. It’s still highly 
confidential, but Tristian Derrien has agreed on sharing some interesting parts of what’s about to 
take the industry of racing by storm. 

Their collaborating laboratory is currently working on a new capsule, using Acerola as the main 
ingredient and promises a more concentrated and focused pilot on the racetrack after consuming 
this new revolutionary formula. Concentration is the most important aspect of racing, and even the 



smallest distraction could cost millions of dollars for the team. Tristan Derrien is very positive 
about the huge improvement in the pilot’s concentration after the intake of this new formula, and he 
is very excited to share the results with the rest of the world. But for now, everything is highly 
confidential and can only be shared within the team and its sponsors.  

But it doesn’t stop there. A part of Team Le Faucheur team is also working full time on a similar 
revolution, but from a technical point of view. The team is in the process of developing a greener 
engine and wheels, that will produce less CO2 to protect the environment, is higher in horsepower 
to become faster and that offers an improved performance on the track. Also this new technology is 
going to be shared with the sponsors of the team and promises to be a revolutionary for the world of 
racing. 

Le Faucheur Racing team started from scratch by a young man with big dreams, who surrounded 
himself with talented and driven people. The Le Faucheur family has come a long way in only two 
years, striving to be on the top of their league. It’s incredible to see where their great passion and 
dedication has taken them, and by finding the right support from their upcoming sponsors they can 
take on 2021 with an incredible and successful start.  

If you are interested in joining the journey of this racing team - feel free to contact Tristan Derrien 
Le Faucheur on their page_______ 


